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We study the effect of dissimilar interfaces on the phase behavior of cylinder forming block
copolymers in thin films by means of dynamic density-functional theory. In this article, we show
that dissimilarity of the interfaces induces hybrid structures. These structures appear when the
surface fields at the two interfaces stabilize different surface structures and/or reconstructions. We
propose a general classification of hybrid structures and give an unifying description of phase
behavior of cylinder forming block copolymer films. Our results are consistent with experimental
observations. © 2004 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1632475#
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that block copolymers self-assemble
into mesostructures at certain temperatures. These mesos-
tructures are receiving increasing attention,1,2 since self-
organization can be utilized in various applications in nano-
technology. Shearing, electric fields, temperature gradients,
and confinement are frequently employed to induce long
range ordering of structure resulting from spontaneous self-
assembly. Understanding and controlling the important fac-
tors of structures formation of these materials is therefore of
great interest.
Numerous studies have dealt with thin films of block
copolymers that form lamellar structures in bulk ~for an
overview see Refs. 2–4!. Two major factors have been iden-
tified to control structure formation: ~1! The preferential at-
traction of one type of block to the surface ~the surface field!
causes the lamella to align parallel to the interfaces and ~2!
the system’s natural microdomain spacing causes the film to
form islands or holes ~terraces! where the film thickness is a
half integer multiple of bulk lamella spacing.
In systems that form other microdomain structures in
bulk, such as cylinders, the situation is more complex and
much less studied. While any cross section parallel to a
lamella exhibits the same symmetry as a planar surface, this
is not the case in cylinder forming systems. Here, a planar
surface, regardless of its orientation, always breaks the sym-
metry of the bulk structure and the microdomain structure
has to adjust. For cylinder forming systems, a variety of
deviations from the bulk structure have been observed near
surfaces and in thin films such as a wetting layer,5 spherical
microdomains,6 a perforated lamella,6 cylinder with necks,7
and more complicated structures.8 The phase behavior for
cylinder forming systems was studied in detail for
diblock,9–15 and for triblock copolymers.16–19
In previous work,16,17 we have simulated thin films with
similar interfaces, where the film–interface interactions are
equal at both interfaces. Based on a comparison of experi-
ments and simulations for a polystyrene-block-polybutadien-
block-polystyrene ~SBS! triblock copolymer, we have
shown16,17 that the phase behavior in this type of films is
dominated by surface reconstructions.20 While in the case of
lamella forming diblock copolymers3 only the orientation of
the lamella depends on the two parameters mentioned above,
for cylinder forming systems also the type of microdomain
structure can change. The stability regions of the different
surface structures and surface reconstructions are determined
by the surface field and the film thickness, and we have
shown how these two effects interact.
In experiments, supported films are usually studied that
are asymmetric with respect to interactions at the air–film
and film–substrate interfaces. In addition, several types of
di- and triblock copolymers are employed as compatibilizers
in binary and ternary blends to enhance the macroscopic ma-
terial properties.21–23 As these copolymers usually migrate to
the blends interfaces, this gives rise to a confined situation,
and the observed triblock structures at the blend interfaces
might be compared to our findings. One problem is that this
situation is much more complex than the case of supported
films: Apart from the asymmetry in the ~unknown! interface
interactions, both interfaces themselves are deformable. Be-
sides complex, the study is far from complete and scattered
over many types of block copolymers. We, therefore, focus
our comparison to the experimentally observed phase behav-
ior in supported films.24 In a previous article we param-
etrized this system and showed that its behavior can be well
described by simulations with symmetric boundaries.16 In the
present article, we would like to understand the reasons for
this paradox behavior and study in detail the role of dissimi-
lar interfaces on the phase behavior in thin films of cylinder
forming block copolymers.
In theoretical studies25–28 dissimilar interfaces were
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mostly studied for systems that form lamellae in bulk. In
cases where the two confining interfaces favor different ori-
entations of lamella (Li ,L’), these two orientations can co-
exist and a hybrid structure ~HY! forms.28 This is also ob-
served in experiments.28 In thin films of cylinder forming
block copolymers, cylinders with necks have been observed,7
which are a combination of parallel and perpendicular ori-
ented cylinders. This is one example of a so-called hybrid
structure. Another experimentally observed hybrid structure
is a layer of spheres on top of a perforated lamella.29 The
interplay between the strength of the two surface fields, their
dissimilarity, and the film thickness is expected to cause a
complex phase behavior, an example of which is shown in
Fig. 1.
In the following, we analyze the phase behavior as a
function of the film thickness H and the two surface fields. In
addition to the phases already observed in the symmetric
case,16 we find a rich zoo of hybrid structures. We set up an
unifying classification for these microdomain structures and
explain the physics behind this complex phase behavior.
II. MODEL
We model the polymer film as a collection of Gaussian
chains ANA/2BNBANA/2 , with a total length N5NA1NB ,
each representing a triblock copolymer molecule in a mean
field environment. The polymer is confined between two par-
allel solid surfaces. Dynamic density-functional theory
~DDFT!19,30–32 is used to describe the temporal evolution of
the system. We describe the simulation procedure only
briefly.33,34 The free energy functional has the form
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where n is the number of polymer molecules, F is the intra-
molecular partition function for ideal Gaussian chains, r I is
the density of the copolymer component I ~in our case A and
B!, and V is the system volume. The external potentials UI
are conjugate to the densities r I via the Gaussian chain den-
sity functional.30 The volumes of all bead types are chosen to
be equal (nA5nB5n). The forth term models the asymmet-
ric interaction between polymer beads and the top and bot-
tom interface. The different interfaces, which are only differ-
ent in terms of interaction « IMa(r) and location, are labeled
by an index a. The interface–bead interaction and bead–
bead interaction have the same Gaussian kernel
« IJ~ ur2r8u!5« IJ
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where a represents the bond length. The surface field is of
relatively short range. However, the system experiences this
interaction away from the surfaces due to the connectivity of
the beads. In spirit of our previous work the extrema of the
free energy functional F are found in a dynamic fashion. The
time evolution of the density fields is described by the time
dependent Landau–Ginzburg-type of equation ~see, for in-
stance, Refs. 30, 32, and 34!
]r I
]t
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where M I is the mobility of the different components of the
chain, m I are the chemical potentials with proper boundary
conditions at the surfaces34 and h I is a noise field that satis-
fies the fluctuation–dissipation theorem.
In the model presented here, the film is confined between
two solid interfaces. In most experiments, however, films are
placed on a solid substrate; the other side is a deformable
interface ~solvent, solvent vapor, or air!. In these films, ter-
race formation is an important phenomena, since in this way
unfavorable film thickness can be avoided by the system.
Some information about the formation of terraces can be
deduced from films confined between two hard surfaces by
analyzing the free energy as a function of the film thickness
H.9,25 We will not consider this approach in the current ar-
ticle.
III. PARAMETERIZATION
The system studied in this article is identical to the sys-
tem of Refs. 16 and 17, including all simulation parameters,
except for the dissimilar interface–bead interactions. It con-
sists of a melt of A3B12A3 Gaussian chain molecules with
equal bead mobilities M A5M B5M . The dimensionless time
step was set to Dt5MDt/h2kT50.73.9 In the vicinity of
surfaces rigid wall boundary conditions are used,34 and peri-
odic boundary conditions in all Cartesian directions where
no walls are present. The A – B interaction «AB
0 56.5 was
chosen such that the experimental and simulated phase dia-
grams match best, for details see Refs. 16 and 17. With this
interaction the distance between next nearest cylinders in the
bulk was found to be a05760.5 grid cells. The resulting
distance between subsequent horizontal layers of cylinders
is, therefore, c05(A3/2)a0’6 grid cells.
FIG. 1. ~a! The geometry of the simulation box. ~b! The effect of dissimilar
interfaces on the microdomain structures of an A3B12A3 block copolymer
melt in a film of thickness H510c0 and different interaction parameters «M1
and «M2 at the two interfaces. At the top, cylinders orient perpendicular to
the interface, at the bottom, a perforated lamella is stabilized. In the middle
of the film, cylinders form corresponding to the bulk structure of this system
~Ref. 17!. ~c! Same as in ~b! but only layers next to the interface are shown.
~d! The same as in ~b! for H51.5c0 .
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All simulations were started from the same initial condi-
tion, corresponding to uniform A – B density distributions
~complete mixing! with external fields UI50. The integra-
tion procedure was carried out as long as the density fields
change significantly by monitoring the phase separation pro-
cess with the help of an order parameter P.30 The average
simulation time was 4000 dimensionless timesteps, however,
we checked the stability of some nonperfect structures by
continuing simulations till 8000 or more time steps. All
simulations were performed in a box of size 32332
3(H12). The two substrates M 1 and M 2 are located at z
51 and z5H12, respectively, and span the box in the x and
y direction completely. We have four different surface inter-
action parameters «AM1
0
, «AM2
0
, «BM1
0
, and «BM2
0
. Since for
each surface only the difference between interaction param-
eters counts in the chemical potential, we introduce effective
interactions19 «M15(«AM1
0 2«BM1
0 )/nkT and «M25(«AM2
0
2«BM2
0 )/nkT , which reduces the number of surface interac-
tion parameters to two. We have explored the parameter
space «M1, «M2, H by integer increments. The resulting den-
sity fields rA(r) were visualized by an isosurface with
threshold value 0.5 and classified by visual inspection.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Three-dimensional 3D phase diagram
In this article we consider four planes in the three-
dimensional ~3D! diagram ~Fig. 2!, with the film thickness H
~in grid-cells! on the vertical axis and the effective surface
interactions «M1 and «M2 ~in kJ/mol! on the horizontal axis.
In Fig. 2~b! the location of the planes H5c0 , H53/2c0 ,
H52c0 and the plane «M156 are depicted. The results de-
picted in detail for «M15«M2 were previously published in
Ref. 16.
Surface structures of parallel (Ci) and perpendicular
(C’) oriented cylinders as well as the surface reconstructions
perforated lamella ~PL!, lamella ~L!, and wetting layer ~W!
were already observed in Ref. 16. An overview of these basic
surface structures is shown in Fig. 3. For the description of
hybrid structures we introduce the following notation and
classification scheme:
~i! Two A-rich layers separated by a B-rich layer are de-
noted by a hyphen ~–! between the corresponding A
structures, for example, PL–C’ in Fig. 1~d!;
~ii! lateral coexistence of A-structures in one horizontal
layer is denoted by a slash ~/!, for example, Ci/PL in
Fig. 10 in Horvat et al.;17
~iii! no separating symbol is used for connected structures,
for example, CiC’ , which denotes cylinders with
necks.7
1. The vertical plane «M1˜6,«M2,H
First we consider the phase diagram for constant «M1
56 varying H and «M2. Since the phase diagram is invariant
with respect to the interchange of «M1 by «M2, this slice
represents two pairwise orthogonal slices in the phase dia-
gram ~Fig. 2! at «M156 and «M256.
In Fig. 4 the 2D phase diagram is shown in the range
210,«M2,10 (D«51) and 3,H,14 (DH51). The mi-
crodomain structures are shown for «M256 ~equal
interface–bead interactions! and for «M2523 ~dissimilar
interface–bead interactions!. In the latter case, due to prefer-
ential
FIG. 2. ~a! Schematic 3D phase diagram of surface structures in thin films
of A3B12A3 block copolymers as a function of the film thickness H and two
effective interactions of the polymer with the surfaces «M1 and «M2. The
interaction «M15«M2 corresponds to the symmetric case published in Ref.
16. ~b! Subset of ~a! representing the parameter space covered in this article.
~Constant film thickness H5c0 , H53/2c0 , H52c0 , and constant interac-
tion with one of the surfaces «M156.)
FIG. 3. The basic surface structures for a cylinder forming block copolymer
A3B12A3 as a function of the surface fields «M5«M15«M2 ~from Ref. 17!.
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attraction of A blocks to one of the interfaces, a wetting layer
is formed at this interface.
All microdomain structures observed in Fig. 4 are com-
binations of basic surface structures shown in Fig. 3. A dis-
tinct feature is that for «M2<2 a wetting layer forms at one
side of the film. The border of this region depends on the
film thickness H. The phase diagram can roughly be divided
into three regions. For «M2<21 the wetting layer is homo-
geneous and has no lateral structure. In this region the mi-
crodomain structures are almost independent of «M2. For
«M2>4 the microdomain structures are mostly basic surface
structures and the phase behavior is similar to that for equal
interfaces.16,17 Between these two regions (21,«M2,4)
different hybrid structures form and the type of the structure
is very sensitive to the film thickness and the combination of
interaction parameters «M1 and «M2. The wetting layer
formed in this regions is structured and is complementary to
the microdomain structure of its neighboring layer @Fig.
4~b!#. For a detailed discussion of this effect see Ref. 17. We
have studied the thickness of the wetting layer by plotting
the laterally averaged density profiles ^rA&x ,y as a function of
z. The effective thickness of the wetting layer was found to
be c0/2 regardless whether the wetting layer is structured or
not.
The phase behavior in the region «M2<21 can be ex-
plained in the following way. When a wetting layer is
present, it effectively reduces the film thickness and screens
the surface field, in the sense discussed in Huinink et al.10
Following this idea, for a homogeneous wetting layer, the
effective surface interaction at the side of the wetting layer is
«AB , rather than «M1 or «M2. Indeed we observe that in this
region at a certain film thickness H the same microdomain
structures forms above the wetting layer as for «M256
’«AB and H2c0/2.
In the other regions each interface creates its own sur-
face structure depending on the surface field acting at each
interface. The two are rather independent of each other as
long as the film thickness is large enough. In thinner films
the two surface fields add16 and the microdomain structure
depends on how the two surface structures fit and in some
cases connect to each other. The details of this are deter-
mined by the commensurability effects both in the z and in
the (x ,y) direction.
Next we consider three horizontal planes H5c0 , H
53/2c0 , and H52c0 of the 3D phase diagram @Fig. 2~b!# in
order to separate two effects: the interplay between the con-
finement and deformability of structures and the additivity of
surface fields. For all planes the effective interactions «M1
and «M2 are chosen in the range @21,10# with integer incre-
ment. The three diagrams are symmetric with respect to the
diagonal «M15«M2 ~bottom left to upper right!. An extra
parameter «S5«M11«M2 is introduced for convenience.
2. The horizontal plane «M1,«M2,H˜c0
In Fig. 5 the phase diagram is shown for H5c056. The
first observation is that the phase diagram is dominated by
basic surface structures. The phase boundaries of these sur-
face structures can be approximated by a constant «S , except
for the regions where one of the «M is large. With increasing
FIG. 4. ~a! The phase diagram as a
function of the film thickness H and
effective surface interaction «M2 at
constant «M156. The microdomain
structures that correspond to equal
(«M256) and to dissimilar («M2
523) surface interactions are shown.
For each square, the structure found at
its center point «M1,H%, was deter-
mined by visual inspection and col-
ored by different shades of gray. The
border of the region where a wetting
layer forms is indicated by a solid line.
~b! Structure of the wetting layer in
~a!. The homogeneous wetting layer
corresponds to a half lamella, which is
denoted as L1/2. Accordingly, struc-
tured wetting layers can be considered
as half structures denoted by PL1/2,
Ci1/2 , and C’1/2 .
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«S we observe the same sequence of structures, W→dis
→C’→Ci→PL→L as we do for the case of equal inter-
faces. This is also the case when «M1 is constant and only
«M2 is varied. In Fig. 5, part of this sequence is shown for
«M157.
In the lower left part of the diagram a wetting layer ~W!
is always present, since the A-block is attracted to the sur-
face. Off diagonal we also observe a hybrid W-dis region,
which is an intermediate between the region dominated by
wetting layers and structures oriented perpendicular to the
film plane.
In a previous work9 the extend of the effective surface
field was determined to be approximately c0 . The fact that
phase boundaries are determined by «S indicates that surface
fields are simply additive for this film thickness and phase
transitions occur when a certain threshold value is reached.
3. The horizontal plane «M1,«M2,H˜3Õ2c0
In Fig. 6 the phase diagram is shown for H53/2c059.
The phase diagram is dominated by hybrid structures, which
are combinations of basic surface structures.
In the part of the phase diagram where a wetting layer is
present @Fig. 6~b!# the film thickness is effectively reduced
by c0/2 grid points. The microdomain structures at the other
interface follow with increasing «M1 the same sequence C’
→Ci→PL→L as for H5c0 with increasing «S .
In the part of the phase diagram where no wetting layer
is present, we observe mostly C’ and C’ coexisting with Ci .
For equal interactions at both interfaces, C’ forms, as
the film thickness is incommensurable to the natural layer
thickness.16 The stability of C’ is limited to a narrow region
close to the line with equal interactions at the two interfaces.
In other regions where no wetting layer forms, the hybrid
structure C’Ci forms and sometimes coexists with Ci .
4. The horizontal plane «M1,«M2,H˜2c0
In Fig. 7 the phase diagram is shown for H52c0512.
We observe many different hybrid structures. The surface
structures formed at each interface are rather independent of
each other and follow with an increase of «M1 or «M2 the
usual sequence of surface structures W→C’→Ci→PL→L
as observed at the surface of thick films.16,17
In the center of the phase diagram, for intermediate
value of «M1 and «M2, we see a tiny region of CiC’ which
connects to a region of C’ where C’ is stabilized at both
interfaces.
For «M2’21, when only one wetting layer forms we
observe CiC’ and C’Ci . In between two wetting layers, Ci
and PL can form. In the regions where a wetting layer forms
the microdomain structures in the remaining part of the film
resemble the phase behavior observed for H53/2c0 and H
5c0 . In case of presence of a wetting layer ~for example,
W–Ci) or two or several layers of different structures ~for
example, PL–Ci), the thickness where each individual mor-
FIG. 5. The phase diagram as a function of «M1 and «M2 for H5c0 . For
selected points the microdomain structures are shown. For d, «S56. For j,
«M157 and only «M2 varies.
FIG. 6. ~a! The phase diagram as a function of «M1 and «M2 for H
53/2c0 . For selected points the microdomain structures are shown. For j,
«M1510 and only «M2 varies. For d, «S510. Dependence of the structure
of the wetting layer on the underlying structure ~l, «M253). ~b! The struc-
ture of the wetting layer in ~a!. The notation is according to the Fig. 4~b!.
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phology can be formed (Ci in this case! is effectively re-
duced. This reduced film thickness we call the effective film
thickness Heff . In case of the presence of one wetting layer,
Heff5H2c0/2. If two wetting layers are present, Heff5H
2c0 .
5. Shape modulations of cylinders
A feature not represented in the phase diagrams shown
in Figs. 4–7 are shape modulations of C’ and Ci ~Figs. 8 and
9!. Shape modulations are an important physical phenom-
enon as they show how transitions between different basic
microdomain structures occur.
1. The C i structure We first discuss shape modulations
of Ci . This structure appears to be a flexible structure and
adjusts its shape to a rather large range of film thickness. The
ideal a8-shape is observed when the effective film thickness
is commensurable with the natural layer spacing c0 . This is
observed for H5c0 @Fig. 8~b!#, H53/2c0 ~Fig. 9! when a
wetting layer forms at one interface (W–Ci), for H52c0
@Fig. 10~b!# when two wetting layers form (W–Ci – W) and
in the case of Ci – Ci , PL–Ci , and Ci – C’ .
When the effective film thickness deviates from the
natural layer spacing c0 the cylinder shape adjusts. If the
thickness Heff,c0 the Ci is compressed in the z direction and
when Heff.c0 the Ci is elongated ~Fig. 9, shape c8!. The
elongated c8-shape is observed for equal interactions at the
two interfaces, for example, «M15«M2510 and H53/2c0
~see Fig. 9!. The shape of the cylinder cross section varies
depending on the surface field from the neighboring inter-
faces. In all cases a thin B-rich layer is present at the top and
bottom of the cylinders. Elongated cylinders are usually sta-
bilized by high surface fields.
In the case of weaker surface fields and commensurable
effective film thickness, cylinders can form undulations at
one side of the film ~Fig. 8, shape b8!. This shape forms at
the boundary between the Ci and C’ phases, see, for ex-
ample, Fig. 8~b!. The b8-shape can also be considered as
cylinders with very short necks.
FIG. 7. The phase diagram as a function of «M1 and «M2 for H52c0 . For
selected points, the microdomain structures are shown. For l, «M2521;
for L, «M251; for j, «M157.
FIG. 8. Shape modulations of C’ and Ci for H5c0 . The complete phase
diagram is shown in Fig. 5. Crops of the simulation box showing represen-
tative shapes of individual microdomains in different regions of the phase
diagram are shown. Different shapes of C’ are marked by the letters a, b, c,
representing: symmetric shape, touching both surfaces ~shape a!, touching
the surface at one side ~shape b! and touching the surface at one side and
thickened in the center ~shape c!. Different shapes of Ci are marked by
letters a8 and b8 representing: The perfect cylinders ~shape a8!; cylinders
modulated in hight from one side ~shape b8!.
FIG. 9. Shape modulations of C’ and Ci for H53/2c0 . See Fig. 6 for the
complete phase diagram. The classification is according to the scheme
shown in Fig. 8. Additional shapes are classified in this figure. For C’ :
symmetric cylinders not connected to interfaces ~shape d! and touching the
interface at both sides and thickened in the middle ~shape e!; for Ci : elon-
gated cylinders ~shape c8!.
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2. The C’ structure We also observe shape modulations
of C’ . The symmetric shape, touching both surfaces @Fig.
8~a!, shape a# is only observed in a region around «M1
5«M2’3 for H5c0 , 3/2c0 and 2c0 . For H5c0 this region
extends off the diagonal along the line «S56 @Fig. 8~a!#.
Next to this region, for dissimilar interfaces, the C’ adopts
the b-shape, touching the surface at one side, and eventually
the c-shape, touching the surface at one side and thickened in
the center @Fig. 8~a!#, when the interaction at the two inter-
faces are very dissimilar. This sequence of shape transitions
occurs for H5c0 along the line «S56.
For H53/2c0 different shapes of C’ occur along the line
«M15«M2 and extend locally off diagonal. We consider the
diagonal for decreasing «S . Symmetric cylinders, not con-
nected to the interfaces form ~shape d, Fig. 9! for large val-
ues of «S , which have a dumbbell shape. The d-shape trans-
forms to the a-shape and then transforms to the e-shape for
«M15«M251. The e-shape touches the interface at both
sides of the film and is a bit thickened in the middle. It forms
at H53/2c0 in the absence of wetting layer for small values
of «M at both interfaces.
For the smallest values of «M , where W–C’ – W forms,
C’ adopts the d-shape. Next to the diagonal, for dissimilar
interfaces, C’ has c- or d-shapes, depending on the strength
of the surface field at the interface next to the end of the
cylinder.
In general, when a wetting layer forms, C’ never con-
nects to it. C’ also never connects to PL and L. C’ can, but
does not always, connect to Ci , when the two phases form in
neighboring layers.
B. General mechanisms of structure formation
The complex interplay between the strength of the two
surface fields, their dissimilarity and the film thickness can
be summarized as follows:
~i! For thickness H5c0 , the phase diagram is dominated
by basic surface structures and the film thickness is
such that only shape modulations can occur;
~ii! for incommensurable thickness H53/2c0 , the phase
diagram is dominated by hybrid structures. We ob-
serve combinations of wetting layers and basic sur-
face structures as well as perpendicular cylinders, par-
allel cylinders and coexistence of C’ and Ci ;
~iii! for thickness H52c0 , the surface structures formed
at each surface are rather independent of each other
and the microdomain structure depends on how the
two surface structures fit and sometimes connect to
each other.
An important understanding is in the role of the wetting
layer, as it screens the interface–bead interactions and effec-
tively reduces the thickness, from H5c0 to H51/2c0 , H
53/2c0 to H5c0 or H51/2c0 and H52c0 to H53/2c0 or
H5c0 . This effect is discussed below in Sec. IV B 2. In the
following we give an overview of the main mechanisms of
structure formation in thin films.
1. Addition of surface fields
We found that transitions between surface structures oc-
cur when the surface field exceeds a certain threshold value.
From previous work we determined that the extend of the
surface field is limited to about one microdomain thick re-
gion next to the interface.9,10 For thin films the surface fields
from both interfaces act on the whole film and add. This
results in a reduction of the value of «S that is necessary to
cause transitions to surface reconstructions in thinner films.
The boundaries of the different phases at H5c0 follow
approximately the expression a<«S<b ~with constant a and
b!. For the different phases these are: a58 and b510 for
Ci ; a511 and b513 for PL, and a513 for L. Further away
from the symmetry line «M15«M2 the boundaries deviate
slightly from this simple approximation.
The interference of surface fields plays a smaller role
and the effect is less pronounced in thicker films. For the film
thickness H52c0 the threshold values for transitions be-
tween structures are shifted to higher values: a58 and b
512 for Ci ; a513 and b519 for PL, and a520 for L. The
threshold values for C’ are a56, b57 for H5c0 and H
52c0 . They do not change with thickness while the surface
fields needed to stabilize surface reconstructions rise dra-
matically.
2. The wetting layer: Screening of the surface field
An important issue is the presence of a wetting layer.
When one wetting layer is present, it effectively reduces the
film thickness by c0/2’3 grid points and gives rise for an
effective interface for the reduced film ~the so-called screen-
ing effect10!. As the wetting layer screens the substrate from
the reduced part of the film, the interaction of the effective
interface is different, but hard to determine explicitly. A com-
plicating factor is the structure of the wetting layer. For «M
<22 ~Fig. 4!, the wetting layer is homogeneous. For «M
’0 the structure of wetting layer depends on the neighbor-
ing film structure.
We found that the thickness of the wetting layer is three
grid cells everywhere, which means that we can speak of a
half structure. Accordingly, we can consider the homoge-
neous wetting layer as a half lamella (L1/2) and the structured
wetting layers as a half perforated lamella (PL1/2), half par-
allel cylinders (Ci1/2), and extremely short perpendicular cyl-
inders (C’1/2). Although the mean value of the A density in
the wetting layer changes significantly with structuring, the
thickness of the wetting layer is not affected. A qualitative
conclusion is that the effective surface field next to the wet-
ting layer depends on the structure of the wetting layer,
which on its turn depends on the strength of the surface field.
The following combinations of thin film structures and
structured wetting layers are observed: L1/2 next to a L, C’
1/2
,
PL1/2, and L1/2 next to a PL, Ci1/2 , and L1/2 next to a Ci , and
PL1/2 and L1/2 next to a C’ structure. The limited number of
combinations is due to restrictions caused by the chain archi-
tecture.
A good example of the screening effect is the transition
of W–Ci – W to W–PL–W, found between the two wetting
layers, in case the interaction «S is decreased ~see l in Fig.
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7!. This transition is in contrast to the transition from Ci to
PL in the absence of a wetting layer that takes place with an
increase of the surface field. This phenomenon can be ex-
plained by the fact that the film thickness is effectively re-
duced to H5c0 , and the top wetting layer transforms from a
structured one (Ci1/2) to a homogeneous wetting layer (L1/2)
with decreasing «M1, such that the surface field is finally
fully screened in the middle of the film for the smallest value
of «M1. The effective surface field increases with the wetting
layer transforming from Ci1/2 to L1/2, and reaches a maximum
at W5L1/2.
A similar mechanism is observed in the W–C’Ci
→W–C’→W–CiC’ transition in the presence of one wet-
ting layer ~l, Fig. 7!: at «M155, C’ with a symmetric
d-shape forms next to the structured wetting layer PL1/2. The
direction of the necks switches from W–CiC’ ~with W
5L1/2) at «M154 to W–C’Ci ~with W5PL
1/2) at «M158.
As Ci is formed from the side where the surface field has a
higher value, this phenomena reflects the changing location
of the surface field maximum from one side of the film to the
other.
3. Basic surface structures
As observed previously9,10,16,17,19 basic parallel surface
structures are present in films with commensurable ~effec-
tive! thickness, where one of blocks preferentially wets the
surface. For relatively weak surface fields, Ci is formed.
With increasing strength of the surface field noncylindrical
structures are induced and a decrease of curvature of the
A – B interface in the closest layer to the surface is observed:
Ci transforms first to PL and then to L ~which has the same
symmetry as the surface!. With increasing film thickness
these phase boundaries shift to higher surface field strength:
An effect that can be attributed to interference of surface
fields from both surfaces ~see Sec. IV B 1!.
The basic surface structure C’ differs from Ci only in
orientation. One source of this structure is a balance between
enthalpic and entropic contributions to the free energy:9 The
weak repulsion of the A-component from the surface is bal-
anced by a gain in entropy when the shortest part of the
chains is close to the surface. In our case, the interactions at
each interface are mostly not equal, and there is a subtle
balance. For small thickness, C’ is stable further away from
the diagonal «M15«M1 into higher «M values («S56,7). For
larger commensurable film thickness, the stability region of
C’ shrinks to a region close to the diagonal ~at the same
«S56, 7 values!.
Another source of C’ is incommensurability; when the
thickness of the film is incommensurable with the natural
periodicity of the bulk microdomain structure. In this case
the formation of Ci is frustrated and C’ often forms through-
out the film. However, perfect C’ structures are only ob-
served close to the symmetry line «M15«M2; further away
from this line, coexistent parallel and perpendicular struc-
tures as well as connected structures are dominant.
4. Hybrid structures
In the classification of microdomain structures for equal
interactions with the interfaces,16 hybrid structures were ab-
sent. Here, we aim to extend the classification scheme with
these new structures. The hybrid structures can be classified
in the following three classes:
~1! any combination of not-connected different basic surface
structures ~W, C’ , Ci , PL, L!. These microdomain
structures appear when the surface fields at each of the
interfaces supports different surface structures. For large
thickness, these combinations are separated by layers of
the bulk ~C! morphology;
~2! connected basic structures. The only observed connected
basic structures are combinations of parallel and perpen-
dicular cylinders: CiC’ and C’Ci ;
~3! combination of ~1! and ~2!. In the explored parameter
range, we only observed W–CiC’ , W–C’Ci , and
Ci – C’Ci .
The behavior of the ~bulk! cylindrical structures
(Ci ,C’) is somewhat different from the surface reconstruc-
tions W, PL, and L. An important observation is that con-
nected CiC’ and C’Ci structures are present at several film
thickness due to their flexibility in adopting to different
thickness. In experiments, this structures are observed and
refered to as ‘‘cylinders with necks.’’7 The Ci is the only
structure C’ can connect to when the two structures are si-
multaneously formed in neighboring layers. The phase
boundaries between these two basic structures Ci and C’ are
less distinct than boundaries between cylindrical and noncy-
lindrical structures, as both (Ci and C’) are able to modulate
their shapes. In particular, Ci transforms with increasing film
thickness continuously to CiC’ which leads us to the conclu-
sion that this phase transition is not of first order.
The following Table I summarizes the observed hybrid
structures ~marked by 3!. The W-dis structure has only been
observed for H5c0 . We claim that all other combinations
not marked by 3 may be possible, but are not observed in
the studied parameter range.
TABLE I. All possible combinations of basic and connected structures in
two layers. Hybrid structures observed in this work are marked with 3;
other combinations, which are not classified as hybrids are denoted as s.
The structure s1 is out of the range of this article, but was observed for the
symmetric case and a larger parameter space ~Ref. 16!. The structure 3* is
equal to C’Ci in our notation. Structures with superscript letters were ob-
served in experiments.
- W C’ Ci PL L C’Ci CiC’
W s 3 3 3 3 3 3
C’ 3 s 3 3a 3*,b
Ci 3 3 s 3 3
PL 3 3a 3 s
L 3 s1
C’Ci 3 3*,b 3
CiC’ 3
aHarrison et al. ~Ref. 8! ~spheres cannot be distinguished from the very short
C’).
bKonrad et al. ~Ref. 7!.
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5. Coexistence of microdomain structures
On the boundaries between basic surface structures, we
often find laterally coexisting structures within one layer.
These structures are also observed in experiments.16 As in
experiments, the system can have difficulties to overcome
shallow energy barriers in the free energy landscape. The
coexisting structures ~for example, PL/Ci) are, therefore,
found when the free energy differences between the two
structures is relatively small. Due to our dynamic scheme the
system can sometimes visit long-living metastable states.
C. Comparison to other results
1. Comparison to confined lamellae forming systems
As mentioned in the introduction, several groups have
studied thin films of lamella forming block copolymers ~for a
review, see Ref. 3!. Here, we compare our new results for
cylinder forming triblock copolymers to existing results for
lamella forming systems. In both cases the film thickness and
the surface field strength determine the phase diagram. The
orientational phase transition Li→L’→Li35 with increasing
thickness is analogous to our Ci→C’→Ci transition.
In Fasolka et al.,28 the effect of dissimilar substrates was
considered theoretically using self-consistent field theory and
compared to their own experiments. Apart from the two ba-
sic surface structures Li and L’ , a few hybrid structures
were observed. For very small thickness (H, 12L0), with L0
the equilibrium lamella period, and slightly dissimilar condi-
tions they observed a wetting layer with a perpendicular
structure connected to it. ~HY in their notation!; for larger
thickness (H. 34L0) and one attracting and one repulsive in-
terface, a wetting layer with a disconnected perpendicular
structure, separated by a layer of the other component ~AHY
in their notation! and an anti-symmetric surface parallel
lamellae ~AFL! were found. Due to the fact that the calcula-
tions are two-dimensional, the exact nature ~the in plane
structure! of the perpendicular structure cannot be deter-
mined.
As in Ref. 28 only ultra-thin films were considered (H
,L0) and the interaction range considered is limited, a com-
parison with our system is hard to make. From a conceptual
point of view, the observed hybrid structures ~HY, AHY, and
AFL! can be universally classified in terms of our cylindrical
system as CiC’ ~HY!, W–C’ ~AHY!, and W–Ci ~AFL!
structures, respectively. If we consider the sequence «M2
523, «M156 with increasing film thickness in Fig. 4, it
may be compared to a line through the phase diagram of the
lamella forming system for R’20.5 ~Fig. 8 in Fasolka
et al.28!. The observed sequence of microdomain structures
with increasing H is HL, AHY, and AFL. This is indeed
analogous to the sequence W–dis, W–C’ , and W–Ci ob-
served in Fig. 4 of the present work.
2. Comparison to simulations with equal interfaces
In this section we consider the following question: To
what extend does dissimilarity of the interfaces alter the
main features of the phase diagrams of Knoll et al.?16 In
order to answer this question, we compare the four newly
simulated phase diagram slices for dissimilar interfaces to
the simulation phase diagram for equal interfaces «M1
5«M2 ~Fig. 3 in Knoll et al.
16!.
The main difference is the presence of hybrid structures.
The hybrid CiC’ structure was only observed as modulated
cylinders for equal interfaces at incommensurable film thick-
ness in the wedge-shape geometry ~Fig. 1 in Ref. 16!. This
structure is not very pronounced and might be a long-living
transient state between between Ci and C’ . On the contrary,
in the situation of dissimilar interfaces CiC’ are well pro-
nounced stable structures. We have checked the stability of
the CiC’ in our case of dissimilar interfaces by extending the
time range of the simulation, and found them indeed to be
stable.
Concentrating first on the phase diagrams for constant
film thickness H (c0,3/2c0,2c0) we observe that for the
smallest H5c0 , changing either «M1 or «M2 only leads to a
shift of the phase boundaries, apart from shape modulations
far away from the diagonal line «M15«M2. For the incom-
mensurable H53/2c0 , a small change in one of the surface
interaction values «M1 or «M2 leads to a drastic change of the
film structure. Away from the diagonal line of equal surface
interactions, we observe large regions dominated by wetting
layers or hybrid structures C’Ci . In the presence of wetting
layers, the transitions of the structures in the remaining film
follow the route C’→Ci→PL→L with increasing «Ma. For
H52c0 , large structural changes appear only in the region
where one «Ma is small and the other large.
Upon comparing Fig. 3 in Knoll et al.16 with the phase
diagram shown in Fig. 4 of the present article, where «M1
56 and «M2 was varied, we see that the main features are
relatively well preserved. In both phase diagrams we observe
nested regions of Ci , PL ~and L!, both in the presence and
absence of wetting layers. In the case of dissimilar interfaces
in regions of negative values of «M2, the wetting layer is
only present at one side of the slit, which shifts this region to
somewhat lower H values compared to Fig. 3 in Knoll
et al.16 In Fig. 3 in Knoll et al.16 there is a very distinct and
fully connected center region of C’ around «M53, where the
enthalpic contribution balances the entropic effect. This re-
gion has outliers at incommensurable H due to the frustration
of parallel structures, with an extend that is decreasing with
increasing H. In Fig. 4 of the present article («M256) a
region of similar shape can be found at the same or slightly
smaller «M2 position for H,7. For higher H values, this
region is absent since the balance of energetic and entropic
interaction is not strictly satisfied at both interfaces simulta-
neously.
3. Comparison with experiments
In Knoll et al.16,24 the phase diagram for polystyrene-
block-polybutadien-block-polystyrene was measured as func-
tion of the film thickness and polymer concentration. We
have shown16,17 that the effect of polymer concentration can
be modeled by effective interaction parameters that depend
on polymer concentration. In Refs. 16 and 17 we used the
sequence of phases at the air–film interface to map the inter-
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action parameters to the experimentally controlled parameter
polymer concentration FP . We found a very good match
with the experimental phase diagram for at «AB56.5 and
«M;FP .
The interactions between poly-styrene ~PS!/poly-
butadiene ~PB! and the silicon substrate have not been deter-
mined experimentally. A homogeneous ’10 nm thick PB
layer was found experimentally to cover the air–polymer
interface,36 indicating a positive «M value at the film–air
interface. Moreover, recent experiments show that a wetting
layer is present at the silicon substrate,24 indicating a nega-
tive «M at the film–substrate interface.
In the simulation phase diagram ~Fig. 4!, the region
where the sequence of phases matches the experiments is a
rather narrow region around «M15«M256. An interesting
observation is that for «M1,22 the same sequence of sur-
face structures is observed as in the experiment, however,
with a wetting layer at one side of the film. Moreover, in this
part of the phase diagram the sequence of phases with in-
creasing H is rather insensitive to changes of «M2. This ob-
servation led us to an attempt to map out the possible inter-
actions parameters «M1 and «M2 that are compatible with the
experimentally observed sequence of phases.
In the spirit of Refs. 16 and 17, the constraining infor-
mation is the experimentally observed sequence of phases
with increasing height and the experimental evidence for a
A-rich wetting layer at the film–substrate interface.24 For dif-
ferent H we have done simulations for («M1,«M2)
P@210fl21,4fl10# and determined the regions were the
surface structure matches the experiment and forms at the
film–substrate interface a wetting layer ~Fig. 10!. The re-
gions where we observe the same sequence of phases as in
the experiment, namely, W–dis, W–C’ , W–Ci , W–PL,
W–Ci , W–CiC’ is limited by 5<«M2<6 and is broad in
the direction of «M1. We emphasize that in atomic force
microscopy only the lateral structure at the air–film interface
is observed and that CiC’ can be distinguished from C’ only
by the different spacing of microdomains.7
This result demonstrates the screening effect of the wet-
ting layer. The wetting layer reduces the effective film thick-
ness by c0/2 and creates for the remaining film almost equal
surface interactions at both ‘‘effective’’ interfaces. Remark-
ably, this region is rather independent of «M1. This also ex-
plains the good agreement between the experiments and the
simulations with equal interfaces, despite the dissimilar in-
terfaces in the experiment.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In general, the phase behavior of block copolymer films
can be understood in terms of a balance between surface
fields and commensurability effects ~competition between
the bulk equilibrium structural periodicity and the film thick-
ness!. We have studied the phase behavior of thin films of
cylinder forming triblock copolymers between dissimilar in-
terfaces. Although completely ‘‘free’’ ~deformable! interfaces
are outside the scope of this article, the situation of dissimilar
substrates is closer to the experimental reality than the case
of similar substrates considered before. In many surface sup-
ported films, the polymer blocks have different interaction
with the supporting substrate and the free surface.
This article is the latest step towards an unifying picture
of the phase behavior in thin films of cylinder forming block
copolymers. The main feature of systems with dissimilar in-
terfaces is the presence of hybrid structures. These structures
are combinations of basic surface structures: Ci ~cylinders,
oriented parallel to the interface!, C’ ~cylinders, oriented
perpendicular to the interface!, PL ~perforated lamella!, L
~lamella!, and W ~wetting layer!. Stable hybrid structures
appear when different surface structures are stabilized at
each interface of the film. In thick films (H>2c0) the sur-
face structures at both interfaces form rather independent of
each other. In thinner films commensurability effects deter-
mine how different structures connect to each other. In addi-
tion, additivity of surface fields plays an important role in
thin films (H<2c0). The only connected basic structures
FIG. 10. ~a! Position of the planes displayed in ~b!. ~b! Phase diagram for
constant film thickness H56,7...12. For every H, the region where the se-
quence of surfaces structures at the air–film interface ~corresponding to
«M2) matches the experiment, is marked in gray. In the bottom right panel
the region where for all H the gray regions overlap, is marked in black.
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found are combinations of the bulk microdomain structures
Ci and C’ .
Compared with lamella forming system,3 the situation
for cylinder forming block copolymers is similar, but much
more complex as more combinations of surface structures
and reconstructions are involved. By comparing our results
to previous work with equal interfaces16,17 we have shown
that the apparent paradox — the experimentally studied SBS
triblock copolymer thin films with dissimilar interfaces can
be modeled in great detail with simulations with equal
interfaces — is due to the effect of screening of the surface
field by a wetting layer.
We propose a general classification of hybrid structures
and qualitatively determine the main factors in the formation
of these structures. We found that the general mechanisms of
structure formation for cylinder forming systems are essen-
tially transposable to the case of lamellar forming system.
The experimental observation of hybrid structures is dif-
ficult, as layer by layer imaging of the polymer film with
high resolution is required. Techniques capable of doing this
are rather new, for instance nanotomography, and still under
development. Examples can be found in recent papers.7,29,37
In these experiments hybrid structures were found, in agree-
ment with our findings.
Our simulation method allows the in-silico prediction of
structure formation in a wide parameter range with remark-
able accuracy. The results could be valuable in many nano-
technological applications.
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